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Spring?" but "What's next for the Internet?" There's certainly a lot of innovation in the Web world, and lots of great stuff is
being developed by the major players. But it's only the Internet which is enabling this sort of open innovation to thrive. The first
idea for the Internet was the idea of a platform. I'm going to take a short detour here and offer a new definition of the idea of a
platform. The real question we should ask is "What's next for the Internet?" and when we realize that the answer is "a platform,"
then we know we're well on our way.Q: How to use plpgsql trigger to insert row into a table? I have a table like this : CREATE

TABLE sub_tags ( sub_tag_id integer NOT NULL, parent_tag_id integer, FOREIGN KEY (parent_tag_id) REFERENCES
sub_tags (sub_tag_id), PRIMARY KEY (sub_tag_id) ); I want to add row when the sub_tag_id is zero. I thought I can use a

trigger, but my knowledge on trigger is not good enough. Please help. A: When you run a CREATE TRIGGER, you don't have
access to a pseudotable called NEW like you do when you run the CREATE FUNCTION command. In other words, you can't

use NEW. So, your "pseudotable" will be a sub_tags. However, you can use NEW.parent_tag_id or even just NEW.id. So, to do
what you want, you will probably 82157476af
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